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Health And Fitness
By Cathy J Leer, PT, MBA

Connections Exercise Class
It’s here!! This week we will be conducting our FREE
introductory CONNECTIONS EXERCISE class! Join us
this Thursday, March 14th 9-10 AM at the Bedford
Old Town Hall.
FPTS, in collaboration with Bedford Parks & Rec, will
be offering an adult group exercise class to men and
women looking to re-enter exercise in a safe manner
or someone looking to progress, advance, or improve
function or performance under the guidance of a
physical therapist with advanced training and certification in Applied Functional Science (CAFS).
If interested you can register on-line, call 644.8334, or
just DROP-IN. All participants will be entered to win a
FREE six-week class!

Our Partnership With NH
Sportsplex Is In Full Stride!
If you’d like to STAY IN THE GAME and PERFORM LIKE
A PRO, by keeping your body at peak performance
talk to your coach about running a program before
your next game! James will help!

603.644.8334

March 2019

From The Desk of Our Director
Cathy J Leer, PT, MBA

A New Look For Our Newsletters
In an effort to better serve and better inform, we are trying a new
format for our monthly newsletters. Instead of touching upon
many areas around a common theme, we are instead going to
delve deeply into a single topic. Our featured author of the
month will write about his/her area of specialty and may include
history and details of a particular diagnosis, its prognosis or treatment and interventions, and maybe even some self-help tips to
mention a few.
If you are wondering about our other contributing writers, don’t
worry, we will also provide some “golden nuggets” from each of
our staff members in their respective areas of expertise.
To top it off, we will also be having a raffle each month for any
reader who responds to our survey.

Featured Author of the Month
Vestibular Disorders
Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT

Meet Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT Vestibular Rehab Specialist
Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT is a graduate of UMass Lowell where she
received her Bachelor of Science in Exercise Physiology in 2012 and
her Doctorate in Physical Therapy in 2015. An avid athlete, she
played 2 years of Division 2 softball as a catcher and then went on to
become a strength and conditioning coach, and a Junior Olympic ASA
softball coach for 3 years prior to resuming her education and obtaining her DPT.
Prior to joining FPTS, Lauren worked for 3 years as an outpatient
therapist for ProSports Physical Therapy in Waltham, MA. In early
2018, because of her love of working with the elderly, she began
working per diem at Northwood Rehab, a skilled nursing facility in
Lowell.
She has received extensive training and course work over the past 3
years in advanced vestibular rehabilitation through Emory University
in Atlanta, GA and has been specializing in the treatment of ailments
such as concussion and vertigo. Her coursework and advanced training has included multiple conferences on sport-related concussion
and spine injuries, which makes her an expert and valuable addition
to our expanding sports medicine and injury pre- Cont. next page

vention service areas. To add to her repertoire of skills, she
has certification in Graston Technique and Spinal High Velocity Low Amplitude (HVLA) manipulation techniques of the Cervical, Thoracic, Lumbar and SI joints
She is licensed in both NH and MA and enjoys treating a variety of orthopedic injuries, vestibular disorders and working
with geriatrics.
Outside of the clinic, she is a spin instructor at In Motion Cycling in Westford, MA and enjoys working out, being outdoors and spending time with friends and family.
Contact her at: Lfournier@familyptservices.com

Vestibular Disorders
By Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT

Racing To Heal A Concussion
Growing up, my Dad and I followed NASCAR racing almost
every Sunday. During football season, it might have just been
the channel we switched to during the commercials, but it
was always on. My Dad was a
huge fan of Dale Earnhardt because of his aggressive driving
style and overall grit (he was
nicknamed the “Intimidator”
after all). I was a huge fan too,
but mainly followed his son, Dale Earnhardt, Jr. We loved
how aggressive they drove and how they were always in the
thick of things, which meant they were also involved in the
big crashes at times. My Dad and I were watching the fateful
race when Dale Sr. was clipped from behind while trying to
protect his son’s and teammate’s positions in 1st and 2nd
place. This caused Earnhardt to collide at a critical angle head
-on into the retaining wall at a speed between 155 and 160
mph, totaling the car and causing his death on impact from a
fatal head injury.
There have been a total of 28 deaths in the sport, with Dale
Sr. being the last one to date. Ever since that fateful day,
NASCAR has made extensive changes in their regulations for
the drivers’ cars and their personal protection equipment,
such as making the HANS (head and neck support) device
mandatory. This has been a significant improvement; however it does not mean that there haven’t been head injuries. In
the case of Dale Earnhardt, Jr., he had multiple concussions
over the course of his career. The newest changes on how
drivers are screened after being in a crash, and how they are
cleared to return to racing after sustaining an injury was in
part because of Dale Earnhardt, Jr. His experiences with concussions and the potential for lingering effects are what ultimately caused him to walk away from the sport in November,
2017.
In a recent book written by Dale Earnhardt, Jr. called “Racing
to the Finish,” he pulls back the curtain on his experience
with concussions and the struggles he had working in an industry that wasn’t a supportive environment for head inju-

ries. Many people feel that driving around in a circle doesn’t
constitute a sport, but when you experience what it feels like
to drive 150 to 200 mph in those cars you won’t feel the
same. The speed is incredible and don’t forget there are a
bunch of other cars going the same speed only a few inches
away in every direction. Now add the incredibly uncomfortable metal seat, massive helmet, restricting HANS device, a
ton of seat belts, deafening roar of the engine and tons of
vibration from the bumps on the road/power of the engine,
keeping the steering wheel on target and all the visual scanning required in the busy atmosphere. The amount of adrenaline surging through your body while driving at those speeds
is incredible, but equally as terrifying because one small mistake can cause devastating effects. All of this is just a normal
day at the office… now imagine if you had a concussion on
top of it. Symptoms might include feeling increased pressure/headaches, sensitivity to light and sound, nausea,
blurred or “bouncing” vision, increased fatigue, dizziness
and feeling you’re in a “fog” with slower reaction times and
having to think more about performing ordinary tasks. All of
these symptoms would be difficult for most people just driving to and from work or while running errands, let alone at
the intense level and for several hours at time that NASCAR
drivers are required to endure.
Dale Jr. grew up around racing and was exposed to the mentality of “you tough it out and walk it off.” One driver named
Ricky Rudd even taped his eyes open after hitting his head so
hard that his eyes were practically swollen shut. Dale’s own
father raced several races with a broken femur just so he didn’t have to have a substitute driver. The one time Dale Sr.
had someone take over due to a broken collar bone in the
middle of a race, he equated watching his car go around the
track without him as the feeling one would have watching
someone date your wife right in front of you. Dale Jr. talks a
lot about how there is a fear in drivers of being perceived in
the garage as “damaged goods” or that you’ve “lost your
edge” if you’re injured or unable to race. As a result, he was
reluctant to reveal he was suffering from a concussion. He
would keep secret notes/logs of his symptoms on his iPhone
to have as “evidence” in case something ever happened to
him. Just like the rest of the world, he was reading the articles in the news about football players suffering from CTE
and committing suicide as a result of their chronic head injuries throughout their careers and was worried he would
meet the same fate.
Dale Jr. estimates that he has had around 20 concussions
over his career and began to notice the effects were taking
longer and longer to fade. He would wake up every morning
and the symptoms were there. He finally sought help when
he began to notice he was having trouble with his temper, he
was more emotional and was having trouble with his vision,
which would make even driving to the grocery store difficult.
He went to the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
Sports Medicine Concussion Program and met with Dr. Michael “Micky” Collins who is an expert in cont. next page

sports-related concussions. He was put through testing that
isolated his affected areas and was sent to their physical
therapy clinic for further testing and ultimately treatment
for his current symptoms.

I’ll tell you when to push the gas and when to pump the
brakes so you can get back to your life as soon as possible and
keep it that way.

Vestibular Disorders
Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT

Rehabilitate Your Brain With Exertion Therapy
Treatment for concussions has evolved over the years from
“radical rest” (staying in a dark room and having
little to no activity) to the current cutting edge
including “exertion therapy.” This type of treatment uses personalized aerobic and strengthbased exercises to rehabilitate the brain and
vestibular system to return the individual to their regular day
-to-day and/or sporting activities.
For example, in Earnhardt’s case, his therapy included long
bouts of quickly stepping on and off a step to increase his
heart rate while performing an activity that would simulate
the vibration while driving. Similarly, he performed twisting
motions using a weighted ball to increase his heart rate while
involving rotational forces, just as he would experience with
each lap of a race.
While not everyone will need to withstand the same level of
forces Dale Jr. does on a regular basis, and every person has
their own unique challenges, just about everyone needs to
be able to walk around comfortably without experiencing
symptoms. As a way to establish the severity of your condition and to determine your tolerance for exercise, one tool
we utilize is the Buffalo Concussion Treadmill Test, a research-based, validated instrument, (it’s been tested and
confirmed!) as a baseline measure for both acute concussion
sufferers (once they have cleared the immediate postconcussion period when rest is in order and “vulnerable period” with heightened risk for reinjury) and those with “postconcussion syndrome” due to lingering effects from a concussion suffered years ago. This gives us a way to measure
the intensity of exercise (i.e., miles per hour) and physiological response (i.e., heart rate and blood pressure) at which a
patient experiences symptoms. These variables can then be
remeasured and progress tracked.
After we get a sense of a patient’s general tolerance for exercise, we can then tailor additional stresses to the demands of
that person’s life. For instance, a baggage handler at Manchester-Boston will have different demands than an assembly
-line worker who will have different demands from a stay-athome parent with three young kids. Every patient is different, and every concussion is equally different, so it is important to address the specific affected areas in a way that
will best suit the patient’s needs and in a way that is gradual
enough to allow the brain to heal. That’s the approach I use
when rehabilitating a patient with a concussion here at FPTS.

Vestibular Disorders
Lauren Fournier, PT, DPT

What To Expect Throughout Your Vestibular
Rehabilitation Journey
1. Even though you are likely learning about your “Vestibular
System” for the first time, you have undoubtedly discovered it is very much a part of your everyday life. Your balance is a huge part of how you interact with the world.
It’s how you stay upright after all.
2. Your recovery will be a marathon, not a sprint. Whether
the injury or disease process came on suddenly or developed slowly, the vestibular system and everything involved with it is complex and takes weeks and, in some
cases, several months to recover. This will vary depending on the cause/source of the problem.
3. Often, the symptoms will get slightly worse before they
get better. The exercises that are designed specifically to
treat your ailments are designed to lightly provoke your
symptoms of dizziness and/or headaches if you are experiencing them (but SHOULD NOT be done to the point
of making you feel terrible for the rest of the day). The
idea is to slightly push into the boundary of your symptoms with each repetition, so you eventually move the
boundary. The analogy I often use is: If I am trying to
stretch out my hamstring, I need to push slightly past the
“comfortable” area to feel a stretch so I can make improvements. The same goes for your dizziness. If you are
doing the exercises and you don’t feel any increase in the
symptoms, then you might as well not do them.
4. Don’t be a hero and push far past your limits. The
thought of, “If I push myself further, then I’ll get better
faster” is no more productive than doing too little. Just
like with your hamstring, if you push too far into a stretch
you could injure or tear your muscles. The same thing
goes for the vestibular exercises: If you make yourself
“extra dizzy,” then you are putting your vestibular system
through too much stress and you will be dizzy throughout
the day, making your usual functions impossible.
5. It’s important to stick with the exercises. They may seem
strange and usually make you feel “yucky,” but the repetitions are important. The more frequently you do them,
the less of an effect they will have on you over time. The
same concept applies, if you only do the exercises the 1-2
times a week in our office then the likelihood of them
working are slim.
Cont. on next page

6. There will be good and bad days. Try not to get discouraged if you have a bit of a setback after making progress.
This is normal and things will continue to improve--you
just need to continue with the exercises and stay focused
(no pun intended).
Lauren is accepting new patients. If you or a loved one have
had a concussion, or have been experiencing vertigo, dizziness, or any of the symptoms mentioned in these articles,
please don’t wait a moment longer. Please call and schedule
an appointment and get on your road to recovery just like the
Pied Piper of NASCAR did.
Call 603.644.8334 or follow this link and request an appointment today!

Pre & Postnatal Info Corner
By Effie Koustas, MPT

Diastasis what?!?!

Have you recently been diagnosed
with Diastasis Rectis Abdominis
(DRA)? Do you know what it is? Or
how you got it? Come see me for an
evaluation and treatment to assess
the degree of separation and be further educated on your
diagnosis. Learn which exercises to do or not do, to resolve
DRA and how to self-monitor. It’s never too late to treat!

From The Desk of Our Clinical Staff Manager
By Tom Fontana, MSPT

Ever have one of those days where you were on your feet so
long (A parade? Holiday shopping? Trip to NYC?) that your
feet just ached and you wondered what you could do to
make it feel better? A “create your own home remedy” is to
fill an empty plastic bottle with water
and put it in the freezer (tip: don’t fill it
all the way—remember water is one of
the rare substances in the universe that
EXPANDS when you cool it). Once frozen,
you can take the water bottle out and put it on the ground
and roll your aching tootsies on it. The massage action and
the cold may ease some of those aches. If you are having one
of those MONTHS where your feet hurt really bad, you may
have plantar fasciitis or other causes of heel pain. Stay tuned
for next month’s issue when I tackle heel pain.

Attention all you week-end warriors!
Is age catching up to you? Is it taking longer to
recover or are you getting injured during sporting
activities?

Let us know!
*anyone who responds gets entered into a raffle for a
FREE exercise class!

STAY IN THE GAME WITH JAMES!
By James Goodwin, PTA, CSCS

Want to quickly screen your shoulder mobility? Follow these
simple instructions: Take a measure of your dominate hand
from crease of the wrist to the tip of the farthest finger...this
is your hand length used below. Standing tall with feet together, make a fist with your thumbs tucked under your fingers and reach one arm overhead toward curve of neck while
simultaneously reaching with opposite hand underneath toward curve of lower back and try and touch fists. Do not inch
your hand up. Have someone measure the distance between
the closest points and compare each side. Compare this to
your hand length and score yourself accordingly to criteria
below:
0 – Pain
1 – more than 1.5 hand lengths
2 – 1.5 hand length
3 – less than 1 hand length
*If there is pain, please schedule a FREE injury screen with
FPTS to further assess the cause of this pain. If you scored a
‘1’, then you have poor shoulder mobility and should avoid
overhead pressing. Also, take note of asymmetry where one
side is better than the other…this is an imbalance and needs
to be corrected before proceeding to overhead activity. Need
to know how…contact FPTS to find out!
Join James each month for a helpful hint or training suggestion to help you STAY IN THE GAME! Sign up is FREE and you
could win a 10 session Athletic Performance Program!

NO TIME?...THINK TELEMEDICINE!
•Treatment where and when you need it •Covered by Insurance

NEED ADVICE?...THINK ASK-A-P.T.
Your physical therapist has the answers!

Check out our blog for
more fun facts or selfhelp articles!

Ross A. Lurgio Info Corner
GO LIONS!!

Calling all you Lurgio overhead athletes…Spring
is almost here and FPTS is here for you!
Spring is almost here and it is that time of year for overhead
athletes to assess their shoulder mobility! Baseball and Softball season is right around the corner and if you have a young
athlete with shoulder problems keep reading. James Goodwin, PTA and Certified Strength & Conditioning Specialist,
looks at movement quality including shoulder mobility which
can give your young athlete the needed functional assessment to perform at the top of their game. Let’s face it, throwing a ball is harmful to the body and requires appropriate
screening to identify asymmetries which can increase the
chance of injury.
FPTS offers a Functional Movement Screen among other assessments tools to figure out if your son or daughter needs
correctives to optimize their movement quality. James will be
making his weekly visits to Lurgio to check in on athletes
and provide an injury reduction program to maintain shoulder integrity and enhance performance.
If your young athlete is passionate about their sporting activities, and wants to “PERFORM LIKE A PRO”, check out our
Athletic Performance Program or call: 644.8334 - ask for James

Injury Prevention & Sports Performance

New Sessions Being Added!

James Goodwin, PTA, CSCS

FPTS & NH Sportsplex
Our Sports Medicine Team, Lauren
Fournier and James Goodwin, look to
visit NH Sportsplex again soon so stay
tuned! Meanwhile, does your child participate in the youth
soccer league or any other soccer league in southern NH? If
so, did you know James played at the professional level over
in Norway and brings his experience and knowledge in exercise science to our Athletic Performance Program. If your son
or daughter is looking to have fun with movement while
learning important fundamental principles in movement
quality give us a call!!

All athletes who sign up for
“STAY IN THE GAME WITH JAMES!”
get entered to win a full 10 session
program! - Sign up for a program and
triple your chances!

Athletic Performance Program
young athletes

all skill levels

all sports

Community Activities
Thursday March 14th 9-10AM Bedford Old Town Hall. FPTS will be offering a FREE introductory CONNECTIONS EXERCISE
CLASS. It’s not just about exercise! It’s about CONNECTING exercise to real life function.
If you, or an organization that you belong to, are interested in hosting events or classes at your location, please
give us a call at: 603.644.8334

Share me with a
friend!

Patients have the
right to choose!

